JULY 18, MONDAY

FREE EVENT

7:00 PM SCREENING AT THE HAMILTON THEATER

John McDermott
Twisted Perspective

Paul Boese
On Set with
Jimmy O’Brien

Paul Rodriguez
Spot the
Indifference

» Shakespeare for all Ages (Germany)

0:02:42

» Silenced Tree (Turkey)

1:57:53

Comedy Short
Dramatic Feature

JULY 19, TUESDAY FREE EVENT

7:00 PM SCREENING AT THE HAMILTON THEATER
» June (New Zealand)

0:14:54

Dramatic Short

» Nimmerland (Germany)

0:24:10

Dramatic Short

» The Negative (Poland)

1:15:00

Dramatic Feature

JULY 20, WEDNESDAY

7:00 PM SCREENING AT THE HAMILTON THEATER
» The Little Drummer Boy (USA)

0:10:00

Dramatic Short

» Hunger (Mexico)

0:15:00

Horror Short

» Into Dust (UK)

0:40:00

Dramatic Short

» Found You (Estonia)

0:15:51

Dramatic Short

» Phishing (Rep of Korea)

0:20:00

Dramatic Short

» Transfer (Russia)

0:12:00

Dramatic Short

JULY 21, THURSDAY

FREE EVENT

5:30 PM MUSIC ON THE VILLAGE GREEN
» 5:30 pm - Family-friendly activities
» 7:00 pm - Musical performances

Carrie Clifford
Oh Baby

JULY 22, FRIDAY FREE EVENT

5:30 PM FILMMAKERS MEET & GREET AT THE TAVERN AT THE COLGATE INN

JULY 22, FRIDAY

8:00 PM SCREENING AT THE HAMILTON THEATER

Mary Angélica Molina
Dichos

» Almost Christmas (USA)

0:04:27

Animation

» Home Wreckers (UK)

0:11:28

Comedy Short

» Twisted Perspective (USA)

0:18:12

Comedy Short

» 100 Words (USA)

0:13:36

Comedy Short

» On Set with Jimmy O’Brien (USA)

0:20:09

Comedy Short

» Spot the Indifference (UK)

0:05:32

Comedy Short

» Oh Baby (USA)

0:08:20

Comedy Short

PARENTAL DISCRETION ADVISED
Some material submitted to the Festival may be inappropriate for children under the age 18
Daryl Denner
The Jogger

JULY 23, SATURDAY FREE EVENT

12:00 PM FILMMAKERS’ PANEL DISCUSSION AT THE
HAMILTON MOVIE THEATER

JULY 23, SATURDAY

1:15 PM SCREENING AT THE HAMILTON THEATER
» Dichos (USA)

0:14:46

Comedy Short

» The Jogger (USA)

0:07:01

Dramatic Short

» Rookie Baby (USA)

0:10:17

Horror Short

» I Mustache You (USA)

0:13:35

Comedy Short

» Send Me a Color (USA)

0:04:35

Dramatic Short

» Downward Seb (UK)

0:22:13

Comedy Short

» I’ll Meet You There (USA)

0:14:46

Dramatic Short

Tony Báez Milán
Rookie Baby

Shara Ashley Zeiger
I Mustache You

JULY 23, SATURDAY

7:00 PM SCREENING AT THE HAMILTON THEATER
» Sea of Lights (USA)

0:16:23

Comedy Short

» The Bridge (Canada)

0:24:52

Dramatic Short

» Albatross (Canada)
1:37:00
Special Screening with Director Myles Yaksich

Dramatic Feature

Weston Taylor
Sea of Lights

JULY 24, SUNDAY

12:00 PM SCREENING AT THE HAMILTON THEATER
» Art by Clod (USA)

0:15:35

Short Documentary

» Sacred Stones of the Aztecs (USA)

0:30:32

Short Documentary

» Wolf in His Belly (USA)

0:08:22

Short Documentary

» Rio by Unique Sights (Brazil)

0:25:00

Short Documentary

» Rearranging Skin (USA)

0:10:20

Short Documentary

VISIT WWW.HNYIFF.COM
FOR TICKETING INFORMATION

Farhad Ahi
The Bridge

Myles Yaksich
Albatross

Tickets can be purchased online at www.hnyiff.com or at the Hamilton Movie Theater
INDIVIDUAL TICKETS: $8.00
FESTIVAL PASSES: $30.00

Joe Eakin
Sacred Stones of
the Aztecs

ABOUT THE
FESTIVAL
The Hamilton New York International Film
Festival is located in the beautiful Chenango
Valley region of Central New York. Long
known as a weekend retreat for city dwellers
from New York, Boston, Ottawa, and Toronto,
the Chenango Valley boasts some of the
most beautiful vistas in North America and
has gained an international reputation for
its cultural events, outdoor activities and
academic institutions.
The Hamilton New York International Film
Festival is a registered 501 c 3 corporation.
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ALBATROSS
UNITED STATES
01:37:00
FEATURE
“Albatross” is a dark, character-driven drama, which examines
the concept of self (identity, ethnicity and sexual-orientation)
in the context of society, while illustrating the compromises
individuals are willing to make to feel as though they belong.
Two seemingly separate narratives, spanning some 30 years
converge at a dinner party between two newly introduced
couples in 1959 New England, revealing that the attendees
know much more about one another than they first thought.

Q & A with
Director Miles Yaksich
will follow
the screening

VIEW IT ONLINE AT WWW.HNYIFF.COM - 7

SILENCED TREE
TURKEY
01:57:53
FEATURE

HAMILTON
NEW YORK
INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

2022

OFFICIAL SELECTION

Hayati is a small-town literature teacher and a one hit wonder author who tries helplessly to
hold on to his past: his shattering marriage, his sick old mother, a decaying walnut tree and
the memory of his father. Instead of moving on with his life and taking control, he passively
accepts its blows and is only interested in digging into the past, until his discovery forces him
to confront his own weakness and answer the question: is standing idle while witnessing evil
being done is just as much of a sin as doing it?
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THE NEGATIVE
POLAND
01:15:00
FEATURE

HAMILTON
NEW YORK
INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

2022

OFFICIAL SELECTION

Karol Weber was born in the mid 70’s. We are meeting Karol during three very important
periods of his life - at the age of 7th, when his mother left him. At the 18th years old, when he
falls in love for the first time at the age of 47, when he is celebrating his 25th anniversary of
his work as a photographer. After his photo exhibition he has obtained information about his
father’s death. During his train journey to bury his father, he’ll have flashbacks from the most
important moments of his life. This comeback to his hometown is something between dreams
and reality, between life and death and nothing is at it seems. Our memory is illusory and
most often we remember our versions of occurrences.

VIEW IT ONLINE AT WWW.HNYIFF.COM - 9
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100 WORDS
UNITED STATES
00:13:36
COMEDY
When she wakes up one morning, Jodi (Reena Ezra) receives a text from her partner
Ellie (Linda Garzia), telling her that she’s leaving town for good and if Jodi wants to say
anything about it, she has to talk to her in person. Unfortunately, they live in a world
where everyone is only allowed to say 100 Words a day. Along the way, Jodi runs into a
series of roadblocks in pursuit of reaching Ellie before time and her words run out.

ALMOST CHRISTMAS
UNITED STATES
00:04:27
DRAMATIC/THRILLER
“Almost Christmas” is a hybrid 2D and 3D animated film which tells a story that
happened on Christmas Eve. A blind girl and a wheelchair-bound boy encounter a
healing light that allows them to walk and see. Together they chase the mysterious light
and try to find where the magic comes from. They are led toward the final destination
where they finally discover a place full of light and hope.

ART BY CLOD
UNITED STATES
00:15:35
DOCUMENTARY
Who is CloD? Claudia Echeverría (a.k.a. CloD), is a Latina painter based in New York
City. This is a glimpse inside her personal experiences as a Latina, Mother and the
awakening that brought her to make her aspirations to be a painter a reality. All of
which she translates into powerful, colorful, and playful paintings she creates on canvas.
Join me in this short documentary of a vibrant contemporary female artist and woman
entrepreneur.

VIEW IT ONLINE AT WWW.HNYIFF.COM - 11

DICHOS
UNITED STATES
00:04:00
COMEDY
DICHOS is a comedy web series about Latin American expressions. Because a “saying”
in any language never has a literal translation in another, each episode presents
absurdist stories that describe their spirit and essence. DICHOS attempts to translate the
untranslatable. In the first episode, a soft-spoken woman finally asserts herself before
her colleagues.

DOWNWARD SEB
UNITED KINGDOM
00:22:13
DRAMATIC/THRILLER
Not everything is quite as it seems when an avid social media user forms an infatuation
with his yoga teacher.

FOUND YOU
ESTONIA
00:15:51
DRAMATIC/THRILLER
A little curious girl, Agnes (10), follows Mihkel (17), to an abandoned house, where she
discovers a Russian policeman Dmitri (40), tied-up in the basement. Unaware of his true
identity, Agnes attempts to free him before Mihkel comes back.
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HOME WRECKERS
UNITED KINGDOM
00:11:25
COMEDY
A couple’s romantic dinner at home is wrecked when a fly joins them.

HUNGER
MEXICO
00:15:00
HORROR
A child is being tormented by a voracious well demanding food from him. But as he
proves unable to satisfy its hunger, he drags himself to find another way of feeding it.

I MUSTACHE YOU
UNITED STATES
00:13:35
COMEDY
“I Mustache You” is a whimsical magical realistic comedy, inspired by Buster Keaton,
Looney Tunes, and NYC about Abby, a woman with social anxiety, OCD and agoraphobic
tendencies who receives an invitation to love, self-acceptance, and the outside world.

VIEW IT ONLINE AT WWW.HNYIFF.COM - 13

I’LL MEET YOU THERE
UNITED STATES
00:14:46
DRAMATIC/THRILLER
A man recounts a trip to his late wife’s childhood home as they prepare for the future.

INTO DUST
UNITED KINGDOM
00:40:00
DRAMATIC/THRILLER
When Perween Rahman is murdered, her sister Aquila returns to Karachi, Pakistan to
investigate. Finding herself caught up in powerful forces stealing the city’s water, her
sister exposed the impact of corruption. Based on a true story of one activist who
worked tirelessly to protect the rights of Pakistan’s poor.

JUNE
NEW ZEALAND
00:14:54
DRAMATIC/THRILLER
June is a story about the fragility of life; the primal forces that drive and control us and
the mystery of hope and new beginnings. Willow and David receive a serious diagnosis
from their doctor and attempt to deal with the mundane as their world disintegrates in
the following 24 hours. This one day in June for the couple holds raw despair, unleashing
carnal natures but a transcendent occurrence offers them the hope of new life.
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NIMMERLAND
GERMANY
00:24:10
DRAMATIC/THRILLER
Young Ella has to witness as others torture and cynically abuse love as their power: Her
big sister Wendy fell in love with Peter, a lover boy, who forced her into prostitution as
the relationship developed. To protect herself, Ella imagines herself as part of a fairy tale
she knows - a truly mystical story.

OH BABY
UNITED STATES
00:08:20
COMEDY
Two gen x-ers endure yet another baby shower. This time the guests, and mom-to-be,
are a bunch of much younger millennials.

ON SET WITH JIMMY O’BRIEN
UNITED STATES
00:20:09
COMEDY
Buckle up for a Hollywood “ride along” with seasoned film and TV production assistant,
Jimmie O’Brien. Jimmie wants to exceed expectations when he gets a special request
from a prickly producer. The clock is ticking, and the pressure is on. Will Jimmie have
what it takes to deliver the goods, or will he drop the ball?

VIEW IT ONLINE AT WWW.HNYIFF.COM - 15

PHISHING
REPUBLIC OF KOREA
00:20:00
DRAMATIC/THRILLER

REARRANGING SKIN: A LOVE LETTER TO THE WORLD
UNITED STATES
00:10:20
DOCUMENTARY
“Rearranging Skin” tells the story of how Divya Anantharaman, a visionary, Brooklynbased taxidermist and queer woman of color, is transforming a once bloody and violent
practice into a beautiful, ecological, and humane work of art. A “cabinet of curiosities” in
its own right, “Rearranging Skin” is ultimately a call to action: to remake the world with
creativity and care, righting the wrongs of the past one loving, skillful stitch at a time.

RIO BY UNIQUE SIGHTS
BRAZIL
00:25:00
DOCUMENTARY
The nature and adventure photographer Rafael Duarte goes on a journey across
the city of Rio de Janeiro seeking exclusive angles through the perspectives of five
characters that have special connections with the city’s natural and diverse landscapes.
The documentary explores the city of Rio through the eyes of a special mountaineerengineer, a young female highline athlete, an ultra-marathonist, a biologist, and a recordholder tandem flight pilot. The film shows how their connection with the city’s nature
impacts their lives and their ways to see the world.
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ROOKIE BABY
UNITED STATES
00:10:17
HORROR
A rookie cop who behaves like a child is sent on a mysterious assignment.

SACRED STONES OF THE AZTECS
UNITED STATES
00:30:32
DOCUMENTARY
Many 15th & 16th century Christian churches all over Mexico were built on top of
ancient structures and temples from a people that flourished in that region centuries
beforehand, the Aztecs. A closer look reveals the stones from the ancient Aztecs are
embedded in the walls all over Mexico deliberately aligned to landscape on the horizon
and even astronomical events. Are these alignments coincidence or did the original
Aztec masons purposefully hide these stones to worship their original deities? In 2009,
Colgate University professor Anthony Aveni and late Professor Eleanor Wake led a
group of students to seek answers to these questions. This documentary unveils some of
the secrets to these sacred embedded stones.

SEA OF LIGHTS
UNITED STATES
00:16:23
COMEDY
A young underdog accepts a machiavellian kid’s challenge to rob a home in the
Hollywood Hills in order to be acknowledged by his peers. Twists abound as our hero
learns to think quickly, accept his identity, and navigate the aftermath of social coercion.
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SEND ME A COLOR
UNITED STATES
00:04:35
DRAMATIC/THRILLER
A young successful woman, Mae, lives alone and sends more than she is comfortable
with in hopes of holding the attention of a man who is texting her.

SHAKESPEARE FOR ALL AGES
GERMANY
00:02:42
COMEDY
Shakespeare’s works are timeless - this film proves it!
How can you give the audience an overview of the work of this unique literary genius
without getting bogged down in long-winded lectures on verse and drama theory?
The filmmaker and artist Hannes Rall has turned this consideration into a very short
animated film. He succeeds in depicting the poet’s most famous plays in an immediately
recognizable way with individual images that flow dynamically into one another. A
smart, entertaining, and coherent Shakespeare homage in under 3 minutes.

SPOT THE INDIFFERENCE
UNITED KINGDOM
00:05:32
COMEDY
Lilly is having trouble communicating with her distracted boyfriend, so she finds a way
to get his attention.
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THE BRIDGE
CANADA
00:24:52
DRAMATIC/THRILLER
The Bridge is about two strangers who meet on a bridge in an unprecedented situation.
The events go completely different from their expectations.

THE JOGGER
UNITED STATES
00:07:01
DRAMATIC/THRILLER
“The Jogger” is my attempt to apply what Alfred Hitchcock referred to as “pure cinema”
to a short film. The use of pieces of film put together to get an emotional response from
an audience without relying on the use of dialogue. There’s no dialogue or sound effects
in this short film. The film plays along only with the use of a music score. I’m very proud
of this project…and hope it’s enjoyed when viewed to an audience.

THE LITTLE DRUMMER BOY
UNITED STATES
00:10:00
DRAMATIC/THRILLER
All is not what it seems when a father and son have a violent confrontation on Christmas
Eve.

VIEW IT ONLINE AT WWW.HNYIFF.COM - 19

TRANSFER
RUSSIAN FEDERATION
00:12:00
DRAMATIC/THRILLER
A female psychologist is being attacked. An unknown person drives her through the
woods to the pier. Under the guise of a criminal, the heroine recognizes her patient and
her husband. She realizes that he is having an attack: he considers her a different person,
blames her for the death of his sister and wants revenge.

TWISTED PERSPECTIVE
UNITED STATES
00:18:12
COMEDY
Things get awkward very quickly as a wealthy, eccentric couple has over a working-class
couple for a social visit.

WOLF IN HIS BELLY
UNITED STATES
00:08:22
DOCUMENTARY
A two-time cancer survivor reflects how the art of Aikido serves as a lifeline in
processing mental and physical recovery
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